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periodic table puns answer key - sciencespot - periodic table puns answer key periodic table puns 1 1.
what you do in a play - actinium - ac 2. what you do to a wrinkled shirt - iron - fe 3. “tasty” part of your mouth tungsten - w 4. someone who likes to start fires - arsenic - as 5. superman’s weakness - krypton - kr 6. your
brother or mine - bromine - br 7. extinct - argon - ar 8. periodic table puns and answers pdf download periodic table puns and answers periodic table puns answer key sciencespotnet, periodic table puns answer
key periodic table puns 1 1 what you do in a play actinium ac 2 what you do to a wrinkled shirt iron fe 3 “tasty”
part of your mouth tungsten w 4 someone who likes to start fires arsenic as 5 supermans weakness krypton kr
6 your brother ... directions: pun element symbol - taylor county schools - periodic table puns name:
_____ directions: use your imagination and the elements in the periodic table to solve each pun! pun element
symbol ex. five cents nickel ni 1. what you do in a play 2. what you do to a wrinkled shirt 3. “tasty” part of your
mouth 4. someone who likes to start fires 5. periodic table puns & scavenger hunt - dvusd - periodic table
puns & scavenger hunt directions: use your imagination and the elements in the periodic table to solve each
pun. fill in with the element’s name, symbol, and atomic number. example: five cents = nickel, ni, 28 pun
element name symbol atomic number 1. not an exciting person 2. what you do in a play 3. period: vandeburgteducation.weebly - 2.3b name: _____ period: _____ elements of the periodic table puns use the
elements of the periodic table to answer the clues. do you have any punnies of your own? write them on
the ... - periodic table puns name _____ use your imagination and the elements in the periodic table to solve
each pun! example: five cents - nickel, ni use yourimagination and the elements in the periodic table
... - periodic table puns name use yourimagination and the elements in the periodic table to solve each pun!
example: five cents -nickel, ni 1. whatyou do in a play 2. what you do to a wrinkled shirt 3. "tasty" partofyour
mouth 4. someone who likes to startfires 5. superman'sweakness 6. your brother or mine 7. extinct 8. imitation
diamond 9. a type ... periodic pun fun - chemical formula - periodic pun fun match the elements with the
pun argon cesium erbium krypton oxygen sulfur ... 3 superman’s weakness 4 my brother 5 extinct 6 what a
dog does with its bone 7 what a doctor does to a male patient 8 a place for washing dishes 9 2e = mc 10 get
him ... periodic table puns - murrieta valley unified school district - find the symbols for the following
elements and the elements for the following symbols, and write them down in the spaces provided. each letter
is assigned a number. download periodic table puns 2 answers pdf - noacentral - periodic table puns 2
answers periodic table puns 2 answers top popular random best seller sitemap index there are a lot of books,
literatures, user manuals, and guidebooks that are related to periodic table puns 2 answers such as: economic
2nd paper question 2014 dhaka board , promotional periodic puns answer sheet - bing - shutupbill periodic table puns answer key periodic table puns 1 1. what you do in a play - actinium - ac 2. what you do to
a wrinkled shirt - iron - fe 3. chemical elements - an interactive periodic table â€¦ chemicalelements provides
information on the 109 named elements plus elements 110 - 112. the periodic table of elements - chemistry ...
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